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Stanford University
Northern California Meeting — Our 81st Regional Meeting!
Saturday, May 20, 2017, 8:30 am to 5:00 pm
David Rumsey Map Center , Bing Wing, Cecil H. Green Library
557 Escondido Mall, Stanford, CA 94305-6063

Images courtesy of Stanford University

aturday, May 20, 2017 marks the Society’s first meeting
at the new David Rumsey Map Center on the campus of
Stanford University near beautiful Palo Alto. The Map Center and Stanford University are cosponsoring the meeting. G.
Salim Mohammed, the Head and Curator of the Map Center,
will be our host, along with Julie Sweetkind-Singer, longtime
CMS member and Head Librarian of the Branner Earth Sciences Library and Map Collections. Dr. Nick Kanas, CMS VP
for Northern California, and Curator Mohammed have
planned the meeting for us with some unusual and stimulating talks. Following our coffee and continental breakfast registration, John Fleming, CMS President, Nick, and Salim will
make some introductory comments, with welcoming remarks
by David Rumsey. Our first talk of the morning will be by Dr.
Ross Stein, who will inform us about the impact of gold rush
navigation maps and the 1906 earthquake on seismic science.
Following a brief coffee break, Linda Gass will inform us
about the ways textiles and other media have been used in
mapping. Salim and David will then give us a technology
demonstration of some of the modern methods used by the
Map Center. A catered box lunch will follow, which will take
place in the Social Science Resource Center. Afterward, we
will reconvene to hear a presentation by our own Fred DeJarlais on the history of efforts to partition California. Dr. Tom

Mullaney of Stanford University will follow this with a talk
on mapping a large scale grave re-location in China. Following a juice and cookie break will be two Stanford PhD doctoral student presentations, one by Daniel Tuzzeo on Buddhist cartography, and the other by Maria Hafeez Awan on
tracing the genealogies of maps of colonial India. Any member who would like to share information about a favorite map
is invited to do
so at the conclusion of the meeting: please contact Nick Kanas
in advance to
schedule a time.
The
Society’s
Annual Meeting
will
convene
after the conclusion of the general
meeting.
Business items
will be addressed, and the results of the election of See page 3 for
Vicinity Map
officers and directors will be announced.

Editor’s Note
After due Board deliberation and
vote, the new name of our newsletter is CALAFIA. The selected
name was submitted by CMS
member Juan Ceva. This choice is
especially appropriate to our
newsletter, as the name of our
state itself is drawn from it.

President’s Letter
April 2017
As I leave my role as president of the California Map Society, I
am gratified that the society has strengthened its position as
one of the premier cartographic societies in the US. We have
seen significant growth in our membership rolls, especially in
the student category; we have solidified our relationship with
Stanford University through our sponsorship of the David
Rumsey Map Center; we have initiated an annual speaker series which has and will continue to feature notable authors
presenting their work in both Northern and Southern California venues; and we have sponsored, jointly with Stanford, a
student paper competition and providing these student the
opportunity to present their work to the Society, their professors and their peers. We continue to look for a similar partnership opportunity with a Southern California educational
institution.
Although we are still looking for a capable person to fill our
treasurer position, we have made substantial progress in developing a financial management system, thanks largely to our
former secretary extraordinaire, Pat Boyce. Using QuickBooks Online, we are better able to track member dues, member pledges, and expenditures; and we can produce professional-level reports that we can share with our board members and
the membership at-large.
We have a team now that is committed to producing a robust,
professional newsletter, recently renamed Califia, the Journal
of the California Map Society.
One of the fruits of our relationship with Stanford is the ability to meet every other year at the Rumsey Map Center. Our
first such meeting on May 20, our 81st annual meeting since
our founding in 1979, will again bring together notable speakers, students of cartography, geography and GIS and our com-

Christopher Columbus’ first voyage in the late 1400’s created great
interest in the legendary “Terrestrial The Spirit of California
Paradise”, a wild and beautiful land of
riches and
gorgeous women. Reports of this New World inspired Rodriguez de Montalvo’s novel, Las Sergas de Explandian, written
around 1500. Montalvo creates a fantasy world and introduces Calafia, named for her monarchy in the mythical island of
California. A fierce black queen, Calafia leads her band of
women warriors to far-away Constantinople, where they engage in battles, introduce concepts of chivalry and religion,
and eventually return back to
Calafia’s “island”, our own California.
The explorer Hernan Cortez was
familiar with the novel and the mythical paradise described therein, and
the name California appears in writings about the adventures of his explorers. It became the name formally
used by Spaniards and non-Spaniards
alike to describe this area of the
world. The Spanish-speaking people
of the land were known as Californios. The novel also may
have influenced the Conquistadores, who came searching for
the riches and women of myth, at what was then the very edge
of the known world. For centuries, novelists and historians
wrote elaborate details, argued over name derivations, explored the possible connection to Amazon stories, and discussed the potential origins and ideas in Montalvo’s descriptions.
Continuing the story’s legacy, Vincente Blasco Ibanez, a Spanish novelist, wrote La Reina Calafia in 1924, and, in 1926,
Queen Calafia and her warriors were portrayed on a mural in
the Mark Hopkins Hotel. A tryptich mural, “Origin and Development of the State of California,” by Lucille Lloyd, was
displayed first in the State building in LA, and was later re-
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mitted CMS members in a superlative world-class facility.

stored and placed in the California Room in the State Capitol
in Sacramento. Queen Calafia holds a spear in one hand, and a
gyroscope in the other. Exhibitions featuring Queen Calafia
have been shown in Sacramento, San Francisco, and Los Angeles, and she is also a part of California’s African history.
Queen Calafia and the mythical island of California is of special
interest to map-lovers, and many collectors prize maps of
“California as an Island”, drawn from the period of history
when our state’s features and peoples were still shrouded in
myth and mystery.

I’d like to express my gratitude to the membership of CMS
and to the dedicated members of our Board of Directors for
the opportunity to lead this remarkable organization for the
last two years. I intend to remain an active member and I offer
any assistance I can give to the incoming President and other
members of the Board.
John Fleming, President,
California Map Society

*Information taken from Calafia article in Wikipedia. For further information, please see article, which includes excellent references and bibliography.
Juliet Rothman, Editor

SEE ENCLOSED FLYER FOR
LECTURE SERIES NEWS!

DIRECTIONS TO OUR MAY 20 STANFORD UNIVERSITY MEETING
Bing Wing
Main Entrance

Green Library

The meeting will be held at the David Rumsey Map Center, located on the fourth floor of the Bing Wing of Green Library on
the campus of Stanford University, Stanford, California. Parking on the weekend is free at most locations except where signs say
otherwise.
Please enter Green Library via the Bing Wing entrance which is facing a circular fountain and the quad. Please announce at the
portal that you are here for the California Map Society meeting at the David Rumsey Map Center and the portal staff will let
you in, without registering as you would have already registered with the Center. Follow the signs to the Social Sciences Resource Center for registration.
To download a parking map of the Stanford campus, go to this URL: http://stanford.io/1jOe2xt
To get driving directions on your computer or in a browser, go to this URL: http://bit.ly/2jnXb9P
To get directions in your GPS or the mapping function of your smartphone, enter this address: 852-880 Crothers Way, Stanford, CA 94305. Note that this is the physical address which leads to the loading dock of the library. You will want to find parking and walk to the building as you cannot drive up right to the library.
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David Rumsey Map Center Exhibit
Views: Portraying Place and Space
January 26, 2017 to August 31, 2017
The David Rumsey Map Center at Stanford University is
pleased to announce a new exhibit, entitled “Views: Portraying
Place and Space,” now open for viewing and available through
summer 2017. This is the center’s second exhibit, and focuses
on views as maps, and includes atlases as well. The exhibit is
divided into six sub-topics, which further explore a broad definition of views. The topics include: (1) the built environment,
(2) the natural environment, (3) profile views, (4) views of the
invisible, (5) views from Japan, and (6) the cosmological order.
This article begins with examining the most concrete – the
built environment, and ends with the most intangible – the
cosmological order.
With the advent of Google Streetview and the proliferation of
photographs, views of the built environment are more accessible and easier for the layperson to understand. Views, especially of urban environments are more readily identifiable, and
perhaps less of a mystery than a map. Of course, cartographers
have been depicting built environments for hundreds of years.
However, this environment, beginning with towns, presents
numerous challenges, not the least of which is how to convey
massive amounts of information in an understandable manner.
Over time, three types of plans were created to address this
need: the profile, the bird’s eye view, and the planimetric plan.
All three of these are shown in the monumental work by
Georg Braun and Franz Hogenberg, the Civitates Orbis Terrarum. One view from their work is on display in the current
exhibition, focusing on Aden, Mombaza, Quiloa, and Cefala.
The exhibit case that highlights the built environment also has
examples of the bird’s eye view with views of New York City
(Klemm, J. 1908) and Kyoto (Hoei 1947). The Kyoto view is
especially colorful, with beautiful detail, including a train with
a steam engine chugging along towards the city.

Detail, Kyoto (Hoei 1947)

The slanted cases
allow us to explore
views within atlases, and provide an
opportunity for
the Center to
showcase a special
strength of the
David
Rumsey
Map Collection: a
complete run of

county atlases. These atlases were produced almost entirely by
private enterprises. They are unique as they include the ownership of every land parcel in the rural parts of a county. Drawings of a town’s important buildings, as well as individual houses and farms were included for a fee paid by the subscriber to
the publication. Taken as a whole, these provide a detailed
snapshot of much of the United States from about 1814 to the
Great Depression, with the “golden age” spanning the period
from 1850 to 1880. On exhibit are three gems: Poplar City

Poplar City (Thompson & West 1876)

(Thompson & West 1876), which covers an area now called
the Rose Garden neighborhood of San Jose, Meek’s Farm in
Alameda County (Thompson & West 1978), and the oil farm
of A. R. Black in Clarion County, Pennsylvania (Caldwell, J.
1877).
The wall cases on natural views have a national park theme,
especially appropriate in this year of the National Park Centennial. National parks are the “jewels” of our nation, and John
Renshawe of the U.S. Geological Survey does a remarkable job
in depicting five of the sixty-nine national parks as panoramic
views. Renshawe chose to use graduated shaded relief on these
maps, a technique that very successfully brings the maps to life.
One immediately gets a sense of the three dimensional nature
of the landscape with this technique, which allows the viewer
to see topography, drainage patterns, vegetation, snow cover,
and the natural beauty inherent in these parks. Renshawe’s
technique would later be used by the Survey for the state map
series as well. On display are the panoramas of Mount Rainer,
Crater Lake, Glacier, Mesa Verde and Yosemite National
Parks (1914-15). The case also has Austrian artist Heinrich
Berann’s (1991) panorama of the Greater Yellowstone area.
continued at MAP CENTER, page 6
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The charts on display continue with a section entitled Views
of the Invisible, which focuses on Johannes Jansson’s wind
rose chart, and the work of Levi Walter Yaggy. Jansson’s
(1650) wind rose chart or anemograph, is the first plate of the
first sea atlas published in the 17th century. A truly beautiful
view, the chart also served the very practical purpose of helping navigators understand the direction of the winds, as well as

Greater Yellowstone

The exhibit includes three profile views by Alexander Von
Humboldt (1817, 1805 and 1824, respectively). The first
combines a three dimensional view with a flat diagram, showing the names of plants and trees and the elevations at which
they grow on Mount Teide, a volcano on Tenerife in the Canary Islands, Spain. The second view is an elevation profile of
equinoctial plants and geology of the Andes Region. It includes two tables showing the distribution of plants and the
geology of the area, including large numbers of plant families,
genera, and species names corresponding to equator vicinity of
South America. The tables include data about altitude, appearance of electricity, changes in weight, blueness of the sky,
animals, location of the snowline, the boiling point of water,
and atmospheric pressure, temperature, humidity, and composition. The last Humboldt view on display shows the names
of plants and trees and the elevations their elevations on
Mount Chimborazo, thought at the time to be the tallest
mountain in the world.
Seemingly inspired by Humboldt, the exhibit includes a chart
that encapsulates nature in one single view. Charles Smith
brilliantly succeeded in this effort with a chart diagram published in 1828, which was accompanied by a translation of
Johann Wilbrand and Ferdinand Ritgen’s book titled,
“Picture of Organized Nature, in its Spreading over the Earth.
Translated from the German of Wilbrand & Ritgen.” The
chart diagram combines several methods of information visualization, combining latitudinal degrees, elevations, landscapes
and species information. It is a feat remarkable both in its elegance and its display of complex information in an understandable way.

Anemographica-jannson-1650

their names in different languages. Thirty two winds are
named, using six languages. Outside the circle are human
heads blowing the winds from their mouths, with their physical characteristics representing the people of the regions where
the winds originate.
Alongside Jannson’s wind rose chart are six charts by Levi
Walter Yaggy (1893). Yaggy's large geographical charts are
among the most beautiful and impressive educational charts
published in the 19th century. Using chromolithography,
Yaggy created stunning colors and contrasts in his images of
the world, its regions,
and its peoples. Yaggy’s
drawings and colors
dramatically illustrate
geological
concepts,
making visible what
cannot be directly seen.
We move next to Japanese views from the
Travel Through Time:
Japan collection, beDetail: Charles Smith Nature Organized
longing to the East Asia
Library. The collection spans time between the 17th and the
early 20th century, and is especially notable for its souvenir
continued at MAP CENTER, page 7
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prints, such as keidaizu and onsenzu, its various types of practical maps, such as route maps and transit maps for pilgrims,
as well as its religious ephemera, such as butsuhanga, mandara, and sangoku denrai. They were created by artists and
mapmakers to encourage travel to famous destinations in
Japan, including Buddhist temples and hot springs.
Two special items from this case include Tsuruokaryō
Mamachimura Ōyamaryō Shimokawamura onhayashisakai
shōezu, dated around 1699. The scene is a largely natural
one, and the artist has represented a landscape with a few
scattered human elements largely dominated by high mountains. In contrast, Jōshū Kusatsu Onsen’s shinkeizu displays a
mostly man-made environment in which buildings, roads,
and electrical wires overtake the natural area, leaving just a
few spots of greenery throughout. However, showing its reverence for nature, the view dedicates an inset to the depiction
of a waterfall.
The case focusing on Views of the Cosmological Order features two maps - the first is an 1898 reproduction of the famous Ebstorf map, which was destroyed in 1943. The original of this large, circular "mappa mundi," by Gervase of Ebstorf, is one of the most famous 13th century historical maps
of the world. With common medieval manuscript symbols,
and the medieval forms of place names, it reflects the contemporary religious ideas of its medieval map maker, representing
cosmography and not cartography, which teaches the constitution of the whole order of nature, or the figure, disposition,
and relation of all its parts.
In direct contrast to this mappa mundi, the case also features
an unusual cosmological map: a Jain cosmological diagram
called The World of Mortals, made in 1850. This hand
painted map on cloth takes the form of concentric circles,
showing the three worlds that make up the Jain universe: the
outer
celestial
realm; the middle
world of living beings; and the lower
world
of
the
damned. According to literature
exploring this diagram, the figure at
the center represents a man with
his hands up and
his
legs
outThe World of Mortals, 1850 stretched. Modern
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day Jainism was shaped by Mahavira around 500 BC, near
Patna in present-day Bihar State, India. Jains believe that everything has life, including inanimate objects such as stones.
All of these views, as well as many others, are on display at the
David Rumsey Map Center until August 31, 2017. The
online companion to this exhibit is at:
https://exhibits.stanford.edu/views-portraying-place-space
By G. Salim Mohammed, with contributions from Emily
Prince, David Rumsey and Julie Sweetkind-Singer

ELECTION OF OFFICERS
Elections for Board positions will be held electronically and
manually as you receive this Newsletter. The Nominating
Committee has nominated the following members of the Society to serve as members of the Board from June 2017 to June
2018. All the nominees are willing to serve, have had significant experience in the Map Society, and are heartily endorsed
by the Nominating Committee. Please exercise your right to
vote!
President: Susan Caughey
Vice President for Northern California: Marianne Hinkle
Vice President for Southern California: Jon Jablonski
Secretary: Barbara Wilcox
Treasurer: John Fleming
Vice President for Membership: Fred DeJarlais
Vice President for IT: Bill Eaton
Vice President for Publications: Juliet Rothman
Following the election, the position of Immediate Past President and Chair of the Nominating Committee may be vacant
assuming our current president, John Fleming, is elected as
Treasurer. The Board will act to fill this likely vacancy at a
meeting on May 20, 2017.

I am completing two years as Immediate Past President, following two years as President, and two years as Vice President,
and look forward to spending time with family and friends,
and traveling. After serving four years as Vice President for
Northern California, Nick Kanas says he’d like to spend time
interacting with his grandchildren and friends, and other activities. He would be happy to serve on the Board sometime
again in the future.
Respectfully Submitted,
Leonard A, Rothman, Immediate Past President
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Fall 2016 Meeting
The Southern California meeting of the Map Society took
place at the Pollak Library on the campus of California State
University Fullerton. In this special venue, the Society hosted
speakers on a variety of subjects.
Cartographer Matt Zebrowski curates the Spence Aerial Photography Archive in the Geology Department at UCLA. The
collection of 130,000 photographs, include 60,000 from the
Fairchild collection, 60,000 from the Spence collection, and
10,000 from the William Cross collection. Matt had selected
100 photographs to share with us.
Aerial mapping could not begin until two major components
were developed: the airplane, and the aerial camera, making
photography as a mapping tool a 20th century enterprise. One

Hollywoodland, 1935

of the earliest photographs in the collection is a 1918 photograph of Venice, followed by photographs of the Venice Canals and pier.
Some highlights from the Los Angeles area collection included
a photograph of Mines Field, which became LAX, Disneyland
under construction, the La Brea Oil Fields, which are today
the La Brea tar pits, the 1932 Los Angeles Olympic stadium,
the Hollywood Bowl, the “Spruce Goose”, an enormous wooden flying boat built by Howard Hughes, and the original Hollywood sign, “Hollywoodland.” A special system is used to catalog the photographs: a grid map of Los Angeles, with the
number of the photographs of that area in each square.
One very special photograph was of the Central Air Terminal
during WWII. In order to camouflage the airfield and the runways, houses had been painted on the tarmac and surrounding
buildings, so that it would look like a residential neighborhood
and thus be protected from possible attacks.

Charles Frye, Chief Cartographer for ESRI in Redlands, was
our next speaker. He took us on a fascinating journey through
the Revolutionary war as he traced an ancestor who had
fought in the war in New England and New York. The National Park Service
has musters of all
the units, so that he
was able to trace his
ancestor’s
unit.
Charles shared that
many maps during
this period were
scaled to 1750 meters, which was the
distance a cannon
could fire!
ESRI is a tech company that “melds
maps with data, so
you can see the
world in a smarter
way.” They use the
ArcGIS
system.
Detail: BostonTea Party & Massacre
Spreadsheets are created, or extant ones are used. Using spreadsheets of data, such as
Excel, maps can be georeferenced. Haminton Lane, a student
attendee, now a member of the Society, explained from the
floor that data can be saved as digital files (jpeg or png), and
then opened in an ArcMap file, with a drawing toolbar which
draws over the map either by hand or with a mouse. Coordinates and other data can be entered on the maps from the data
or manually. Maps can be scanned from the Library of Congress, or from paper maps. Charles developed maps to show
the route of his ancestor Isaac with calligraphic place names
and other data, and others with animated dots in red and blue
to indicate the movements of the British and American forces.
Andy Rukowski, from the digital library at USC taught a
week-long
summer
“boot
camp”
at
UCLA where students took on an unusual project: mapping
all of the murals in
Los Angeles to link
locations and images.
They found a free database called MCLA,
which linked the artDetail: Mural at USC, Los Angeles
ist, the history of the
mural, and the neighborhood, and linked this with latitudes
and longitudes, creating a map of LA with either red dots or
continued at FALL, page 9
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FALL, continued from page 8

small images of a mural
to click on. Users can
also explore the mural’s
neighborhood, to see the
context within which the
mural was created.
Chris Salvano, the Map
Curator
at
CSU
Northridge, curates a
very large collection of
Sanborn Fire Insurance
Detail: Sanborn map page Atlases – 4,115 total,
covering 8 states. California, accounts for 2,503 atlases. Some “atlases” are large volumes, while others, generally the older ones, may be one single
sheet. The atlases detail buildings, streets, and other structures,
and were used to determine fire insurance costs and liability.
He uses GIS to improve discoverability and access to the collection. He notes several challenges, including the iterative
nature of the Sanborns. To simplify access, he has created a
map with shapes to delineate which areas are in which volumes. Users can determine the volumes by either using an address or a dropped pin. This is an ongoing project: Chris says
he’s only halfway through!
The location of Sir
Francis Drake’s Nova
Albion is the especial
interest of Gary Gitzen,
an independent scholar
and past President of
the Oregon Archaeological Society. Nova Albion is placed in several
different locations by
various authors, including Hondius’ 1589 map,
Edward Wright’s 1599
Certain Errors in Navigation, Francis Fletcher’s 1628 The World
Nehalem Bay, Oregon
Encompassed, and other,
more recent writings. Gary suggests evidence that points to
Nehalem Bay, Oregon, as Nova Albion, citing descriptions of
trees, a short haired “conie” rabbit, Native American waterproof baskets, also described, and “Islands not far”, suggesting
the islands in Nehalem Bay. Cairns placed at English distances, with marks on them, also support Gary’s position. We leave
it up to our Map Society members to consider all of these factors, and make their own determination!

volumes primarily 16th through 19th century. They are maps of
the origin of the Americas by English, Spanish, and French
cartographers. His work was continued by Al Vogeler, a longtime CMS member who, regrettably, passed away in September 2016.
Boswell collected only maps that were in perfect condition, all
brightly colored, carefully drawn, and with beautiful calligra-

phy It was amazing that maps in such excellent condition
could have survived the vagaries of so many centuries! The
collection, however, is also notable for its collection of uncolored maps. Those of us who missed this meeting will have an
opportunity to view these maps in a special exhibit in the Atrium Gallery in January 2017.
By Juliet Rothman

Our final speaker was our hostess, Patricia Prestinary, the
curator of the Roy V. Boswell Collection, established by Roy
and Ernest Tay. The collection includes 1,500 maps and 2,000
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Meet our Member
David Rumsey
David grew up in the New York area, attending public
schools, and then moving on to Yale University in New Haven. He began his college career with a major in Latin and
Greek, but soon found his passion, and changed his major to
Studio Art, developing group projects in art and technology,
electronic music, performance art and computer art. He continued on to Yale’s School of Art and Architecture, receiving
his MFA in 1969. He taught at the School for three years after
graduation. During that time, he also taught at the California
Institute of the Arts in Los Angeles. His experiences “inform
my love of maps. I love technology, history and art. Maps are
technological survey tools, history tools, and art, all together.”
He fell in love with California on that
first visit – “you know – green grass in
January, mild air!”, and made many
friends. He was offered a job in San Francisco as the Associate Director of the
American Society for Eastern Arts, a
Scripps Family Foundation. Dr Robert
Brown, head of the Foundation and an
ethnomusicologist, had known of David
from his days at Yale and thought he
would be perfect for the position. David
moved his wife and daughter to San
Francisco and settled in.
After three years, he made a major career
change: he went into business, and chose
“high-level real estate development and
finance” as his new career. He felt well prepared for this from
his experience managing the Society and its funds. His partner, Chuck Feeney, was also the founder of Duty Free Shops,
and was a dedicated philanthropist, serving as a model for David’s interest in philanthropy as well. David directed several
subsidiaries of Feeney’s General Atlantic Holding Company,
all in real estate investments.
Retiring from his “second career” at 50 – twenty-two years
ago, David has since devoted his life to philanthropy and
maps, as well as serving on many library boards of non-profit
organizations, including Yale, Stanford, and Brown. His position on the boards of these institutions? “I was always the digital person”, he says. In 1995, he founded Cartography Associates, a digital publishing company. Today, he is “very focused
on the Rumsey Map Center at Stanford. My wife and I love to
visit – and we can’t believe how far it has come, he says. His

wife Abby, he says, is not a map collector. However, “she is an
historian by training, and enjoys exploring all the history
found on maps.” The online websites at the Map Center have
over 100,000 digital images, a number that will be too low to
represent actual images by the time you read this newsletter, as
the sites are updated frequently.
David has been collecting maps for over 30 years. During the
first 10 years, he focused on North and South America. He
tells of a recent acquisition, a special atlas he purchased in Argentina. At first, the Argentinian government refused to allow
the atlas to leave the country. It took an entire year – and the
discovery of three identical atlases in Argentina for David to obtain permission to
bring the one he had purchased to the
United States! When David first became
involved with collecting on a serious level, Warren Heckrotte, long-time CMS
member, was his friend and mentor. For
years and years, he and Warren visited
back and forth, and Warren taught him a
great deal.
Their relationship is
“wonderful and meaningful to me,” and
he treasures it very much.
Today David collects “all maps – there’s
hardly a map I don’t like!,” he says. A
recent favorite is a poster of the New
York Subway system created in 2012 and
signed by the author, with grays and special colors for the subway lines. We will be able to view this
poster at the Rumsey Map Center soon. David also hosts a
digital collection of 2,000 maps of Japan, a 16 year collaboration with the East Asian Library at UC Berkeley where the
physical maps are housed. Collections, he explained, can be
physical, digital, or digital and physical. David is thrilled to
collect physical maps and digitize them, so that they are widely
available to the general public. With the opening of the Rumsey Map Center, his physical maps may be viewed by the general public as well. Looking to the future, he is now focusing
on collecting maps, atlases, and books with maps, in the 16 th,
17th, and 20th centuries.
David is currently President of Cartography Associates and
he’s also Chair of Luna Imaging, which develops enterprise
software for online image collections. He was a founding
member of Yale Research Associates in the Arts, and later was
continued at RUMSEY, page 11
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Associate Director of the American Society for Eastern Arts in
San Francisco. He has received many honors and awards for
both his philanthropic work and his digital achievements.
Interview by our editor,
Juliet Rothman

CMS CONTRIBUTORS to the
DAVID RUMSEY MAP CENTER
Pat Boyce

Glen McLaughlin

John Fleming

Warren Heckrotte

Leonard Rothman, MD

Anthony Farndale

Fred DeJarlais

Wally Jansen

Nick Kanas, MD

Juan Ceva
Philip Hoehn
Barbara Keck

Digital CMS
Are you a web surfer? Hang ten, digitally speaking, on
your way to www.californiamapsociety.org
Facebook fan? Stay up to date at https://
facebook.com/CaliforniaMapSociety
Are you a Twitter afficionado? Find our tweets
@CalMaps

Cities below in no particular order: Beijing, Glasgow,
London, Moscow, New York, Paris, Seoul, Tokyo
(answers elsewhere in the Journal)

CARTO-QUIZ … Name these metro systems
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL WOODEN MAPS? YES!
Juliet Rothman
Tahoe Wood Maps creates unusual three-dimensional maps of
various popular sites all around the country. Their characteristic deep-blue ocean depths and natural wood-colored mountains, ridges, islands, and other surfaces are found in 58 shops
in the United States, and are often on display at major craft
fairs throughout California as well. Rendered with the flair and
originality of the creative arts, the maps also offer geographically accurate renderings of depths, coastlines, and other natural
features: they are a perfect example of the bond between sciences and arts. These are the only three-dimensional wooden
maps produced in the United States, making these special
maps truly unique, and there is only one other producer worldwide, located in China.
Having given my husband Leonard a Lake Tahoe wooden
map, I had become intrigued with what I realized must be a
very complex process of design and assembly. I contacted the
owner of Tahoe Wood Maps, Roger Floren, and was invited to
tour his large studio, located near Reno, to learn more about
map development and construction. This, he explained, involves a complex multi-step process. While Roger can produce
a three-dimensional map of any area for which data exists, he
generally creates maps of the areas requested by the shops to
which he sells. These vary in intricacy, depending on the natural contours being reproduced – a map of the Grand Canyon,
like the one pictured here for example, is extremely intricate!
Tahoe Wood Maps produces maps for a variety of purposes.
There are aerial view maps, bathymetric maps, hiking maps,
trucking routes maps, mountain range maps, maps of tourist
areas, wineries of the world maps, and skiing maps complete
with chairlifts and ski runs. Maps can be designed and created
using any theme desired. At present, Roger is working on creating a map of Manhattan with the surrounding rivers, and a
map of Catalina Island.
The process begins with preparation of the Baltic birch wood
panels, or layers, which will be used in assembling the maps.
These are all colored in his signature shade of peacock blue, or
left in their natural wood color, and are six-foot square. Typically, up to eight layers of panels are used in the creation of
each map. If the map requires more than eight layers, heavier
wood is required. Generally, eight maps of an area are produced together.
When an order for maps is received, the first step involves locating the necessary data. His primary sources are NOAA

(National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration)
and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute, but others are also
used on occasion. Total height and depth are then divided by
eight, and features, such as islands, mountains, underwater
ledges, coastlines, and others, are designed using complex software which Roger has personally developed and produced,
within the appropriate layer. Roger then develops a computer
program for each layer of the map.
The program for each layer is fed into a "robotic" laser cutting
machine, which Roger himself has also personally designed
and developed. A blue or natural color sheet of wood is placed
in the machine, especially designed to hold that particular size
and thickness of wood. The "robot" cuts the layer in the contours programmed. Because of its large size, each sheet of
wood can be cut into many different shapes, each having the
exact features needed for one of the layers in a map.
The "robot" itself is a work
in progress, Roger says. As it
cuts, a small light illuminates the spot, and smoke
rises from the cut edges. At
times, a cut section rises
slightly from the wooden
panel. He is developing two
new features to address
these issues: something that
will contain the smoke, and
a vacuum bed to hold the
wooden panel such that
pieces will not rise from it
when cut.
Layers are then assembled and glued together by hand. The
broadest visible layer contains descriptions, such as heights
and depths, roads, cities and towns, and other information,
which are burned into the surface. Perfection is expected and
high standards are set: Roger disposes of any map that does
not meet his carefully planned requirements in terms of quality and accuracy.
Roger himself is from Washington state. He attended the
University of Washington, and graduated in 2001, majoring
in computer science, robotics, motion control, and software. He invented his own "robotic" machine and all its associated programs, and built it himself from components he percontinued at WOODEN, page 13
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Ed English

sonally designed. The machine is programmed to any desired
angle of a 360 degree rotation. It can cut wood, stone, foam,
plastic, steel, and acrylic, and can also be programmed to etch
glass. Because it is his own design, some of it is patented, some
copyrighted, and some “is still in process.” He can build machines for industry, and says "I use maps to test my designs
and programs." Although he uses scientific and geographic
data to develop his programs for maps, he says "I'm a creative
artist - that's what I like – being creative!"
Although I purchased Leonard’s map at the Potlach Shop in
Incline Village, Roger’s maps are displayed and available in
many places in California, and a wide variety of California
locations have been created using his method. The maps may
also be viewed in the Nevada Museum of Art. To learn more
about Roger's maps and their unique process of creation, to
view the maps, or to find a shop near you, see his website at
Tahoewoodmaps.com.

Albert R. Vogeler
1930 — 2016
Albert R. (Al) Vogeler, a long-time member of the California
Map Society and a Lecturer in Liberal Studies, Emeritus at
California State University, Fullerton, passed away on September 30, 2016. Al was first hired at CSUF in 1973, became
a full-time lecturer in 1987 and received emeritus status in
1994. Dr. Vogeler received his A.B., M.A. and Ph.D. degrees
from Columbia University. In 1994 he was named curator of
the Pollak Library's Roy V. Boswell Collection for the History of Cartography. This collection contains more than 1,500
rare maps dating from the 16th century through the 19 th century, as well as books on cartography, geography, exploration,
and navigation. Al also was very active in the Patrons of the
Library and was a long-time member of the California

Map Society.
He is survived by his wife Martha, Professor of English and
Comparative Literature Emeritus.
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1944 — 2016

Ed English was the glue that held CMS together, and kept us
all in touch. For years, he and his wife, Beth, picked up the
newsletters from the printer, bought the envelopes and labels, went to the post office and bought the stamps, went
home and stuffed the envelopes, put the labels and stamps on
each newsletter, and finally took them to the post office and
sent them on their way to us. They also sent out every other
CMS mailing. Ed also served as our Treasurer for about two
years. On his CMS membership application, in the blank
headed ‘Volunteer’, Ed wrote: “Would be pleased to help out
in any way necessary.” And he did!
Ed grew up in Augusta, Georgia and his soft Southern accent
never left him. He got his engineering degree from Georgia
Tech, and a Masters in Mechanical Engineering from the
University of Vermont. His entire career was with the General Electric Company. He was first assigned to the Armament Department, and later was a Global Account Manager
with GE Power Systems. He lived in West Covina.
Ed will always be remembered for his sense of humor. His
wife, Beth, describes him as “a joyful person, fascinated by
everyone and everything … and loved nothing more than
engaging in a great conversation, humor added – of course.”
Ed passed away unexpectedly on November 11, 2016 at the
age of 71.
He will be missed.
Remembrance by Susan Caughey

ALSO OF NOTE
John Docktor, a long time member of the Washington Map
Society, maintains a website bursting with news of the cartographic world. Check out:
http://home.earthlink.net/~docktor/intro.htm
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My Favorite Map
Mary Holder
My favorite map is the 1786 John Tuke Map of Holderness.
Holderness is on the east coast of England, about halfway
between the Scottish border and the south coast of England.
Located in the East Riding in Yorkshire, Holderness is at the
intersection of the Humber River and the North Sea.

symbols of churches in towns and villages. We see drawings of
trees and shaded areas to indicate woods and estates. In my
mind’s eye, I can
easily travel through
Holderness as it was
when the map was
made. I did travel
there in 2005, with a
copy of the map in
hand, and saw that
some of the back
roads, countryside,
and the small villages
distant from Hull
seemed much as they
had been depicted in
1786.
Tuke documented changes in the area due to coastal erosion.
There are nine locations, of which Hartburn is one, where
Tuke indicates churches or towns lost to the sea. As he was
also a surveyor, he was able to provide “Distances from several
Villages to the Sea by actual Admeasurement, taken the year
1786.” The distances provided indicate the towns are as close
as 792 yards to the sea.

Tuke maps the area from the town of Hartburn, which he
notes as “washed away by the sea” on the northeast coast, to
Spurn Head with its lighthouse on the southeast coast, to
Kingston upon Hull, now known simply as Hull, inland in the
southwest quadrant of the map.
On the 1785 Kitchin “Enlarged Map of the Roads of England
and Wales,” shown upper right, Spurn Head juts into the
North Sea just below the cartouche.
One thing I love about the Tuke is the richness and clarity of
the detail offered, due to its large scale. We see roads drawn
with differing line widths and styles to delineate their
importance. We see buildings indicated by rectangles, and

The distance has likely decreased as the Holderness coast
continues to be the fastest-eroding coast in Europe, with 18
meters of land lost per year according to “Slipping Away,” an
article in the April 2013 edition of the British publication
Geographical Magazine. The ongoing erosion of the coast of
Holderness is due
to
the
low
sedimentary cliffs,
made of soft clay
that is no match for
sea action. In this
era of climate
change, with its
attendant
rising
seas, the process
documented
by
Tuke 231 years ago
continues. Some of
the
Holderness
coast
will
be
fortified by the
continued at HOLDERNESS, page 18
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Book Review
Revolution: Mapping the Road
to American Independence
1755-1783 by Richard H.
Brown and Paul E. Cohen,
New York and London, W.
W. Norton & Company,
2015, ISBN 978-0-39306032-4 (hardcover), 150 pp,
illus., 60 color maps, 13”h by
12”w, list price $75.00,
Amazon $47.47.

This book is written by two knowledgeable people. The first is a
collector, who is also vice chairman of the Leventhal Map Center in Boston. His co-author is a well known map dealer from
New York City. They acknowledge help from many of the best
known map experts of North America and the UK. Their research is impeccable: you can’t help but learn from this book.
I really like the way they point out that the American Revolution began years before Lexington and Concord. For example, taxes like the Stamp Act and the Tea Taxes were imposed
to assist England in meeting the cost of European wars, not just
to punish the Colonies. They also point out that military blunders are seldom monopolized by one side. In addition, personalities get involved: it’s hard to wage a war when you are paying
more attention to your lieutenant’s wife than to your supply
lines.

There are several maps by J.F.W. Des Barres in gorgeous color
(he had to be the prettiest copperplate map maker of that period and genre). And, naturally, Charles Blaskowitz’ “A Plan of
New York Island” map is included. This map has an interesting story – it was made expressly for British General Sir William Erskine. Until this manuscript emerged at a New York
City auction in 2013, it was completely unknown. I guess that
proves that, if you have sharp eyes, important maps can still be
discovered!
Another of my favorites included in the book is the map of
Yorktown originally drawn by Samuel Bauman in 1781. A
printed copy was made in 1782, which, the authors note, includes the first printed representation of the American flag.
The thirteen stars are in rows, not in Betsy Ross’ circle format.
The map indicates how Lord Cornwallis and his 7,000 men
were trapped on the York peninsula, which ended the American Revolution. It also shows “the field where the British laid
down their Arms,” still discernable today.
This is an excellent book, with clearly printed maps, and clearly written descriptions of why each is significant. By the time
this review is printed we will have had several opportunities to
meet the authors at local venues, courtesy of your Society. I
hope you will have taken advantage of that opportunity. This
is a fine publication for any map lover.
Reviewed by Bill Warren

Interestingly, quite a few of the maps included in the book are
manuscripts rather than printed copies. Manuscript map librarians are often reluctant to allow reproduction of their precious
one-of-a-kind artifacts, but these authors were able to pry out
some real beauts.
The authors included many examples of works by well known
cartographers. James Cook’s
1758 map of the St. Lawrence
River’s traverse around Orleans
Isle allowed Wolfe’s shocking
attack on Quebec, which was
described as “almost suicidal” - but it worked. John Montresor’s
map of the action at Bunker Hill is nice, but I would have used
the Huntington’s much more dramatic and colorful copy of
“Plan of the City of Boston with the Attack on Bunker’s Hill in
the Peninsula of Charlestown, the 17th of June, 1775, by a Volunteer, printed by Sayer & Bennett.” That isn’t a manuscript
map, however, so they can be forgiven the oversight.
Yorktown, Sabastian Bauman, 1781
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Book Review
The Phantom Atlas The
Greatest Myths, Lies and
Blunders on Maps by Edward Brooke-Hitching
Published by Simon &
Schuster, 2016.
Available from Amazon for
$16.56 + $3.95 S&H.

If you are fascinated by cartographic curiosities, as I am, you
will really enjoy this book. The publisher’s note about the
author sets the tone for the entire book:
“Edward Brooke-Hitching is the author of Fox Tossing, Octopus Wrestling and Other Forgotten Sports
(2015) and an incurable cartophile. The son of an antiquarian book dealer, he lives in a dusty heap of old
maps and books in London.”

With the exceptions of “Strait of Anian” and “Antilla”, the
majority of the topics in the book do not involve the North
American continent, and are all new to me. I did not know
about the “Cassiterides” or “Tin Islands”, thought to be southwest of England; or the “Isle of Demons”, thought to be off the
coast of Newfoundland. “Fonseca” was actually the destination
of a group of Puritans in 1630 as it was thought to be a fertile
land east of Barbados. The “Lost City of Kalahari”, supposedly
discovered in 1866 in southern Africa, is still lost, even after the
attempts of twenty-six search missions up to 1967, and an international attempt by air in 2010.
“Maria Theresa Reef”, a reported sunken rock in the middle of
the Pacific Ocean, first appeared on maps in 1843 and still lives
on. In 1966, CQ Amateur Radio magazine published a photograph of one of its members setting up his radio equipment on
the Reef, with the sea lapping around his legs. Yet the New
Zealand oceanographic research ship was unable to locate it. In
1978, the Hydrographic Office chart of the area shows the reef,
and a 1983 chart had moved the reef 620 miles east. The 2005
issue of the National Geographic Atlas of the World includes it,
and in 2016 Google Maps still shows it. It just won’t sink deep
enough to die!
There have been hundreds of fictitious islands,
many caused by inaccurate navigation methods,
which have been cleared from naval charts over the
years. In fact, in 1875, the British Royal Navy
purged 123 nonexistent islands from its charts.
Interesting books about phantom islands include:
No Longer on the Map: Discovering Places That
Never Were, by Ramond Ramsay, 1972; Phantom
Islands of the Atlantic, by Donald S. Johnson,
1994; and Lost Islands: the Story of Islands that
have Vanished from Nautical Charts, by Henry
Strommel, 1984.

Right away, I knew I liked this author, and
would enjoy this book. I wasn’t disappointed!
The book couldn’t be easier to read: each chapter is about an entirely different topic, so that
readers can follow any order, skip any chapter,
and lay the book aside after reading a chapter
or two if desired. The book is like reading 58
fascinating short stories.

The State of Franklin, Sea of the West, Cibola,
One of my favorite maps in our collection has a
Sept Cite, and Tulare Lake are a few of the
phantom Island. It is a 1968 Pan American Aircartographic curiosities which have fascinated
me for years, and I thought I was pretty well The Formosan Idol of the Devil lines seat pocket atlas, Jet Clipper Route Maps,
which still shows Krusenstern Rock in the Pacific, about 1,000
versed on these. This book, though, has well over fifty new
miles west of Kauai, even though it had been deleted from all
topics that I knew nothing about. In fact, with the exception
maps published after 1923. Rand McNally, who printed the
of “Island of California”, “Sea of the West”, and “Sea Monpocket atlas for Pan Am, included Krusenstern Rock even
sters of the Carta Marina”, almost every other chapter’s subthough it was supposed to have disappeared 45 years earlier!
ject was new to me.
Mr. Brooke-Hitching has my utmost respect for the research
he has done in preparation for writing this book. Who knew
that in the past we had a “Great River of the West” which
stretched from the Rocky Mountains eastward, to empty
into the Upper Mississippi? I must re-examine all my maps
to see if I overlooked it when I last studied them!
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If you want to learn about the “Lands of Benjamin Morrell”,
the “Patagonian Giants”, “Taprobana”, the “Kingdom of
Prester John”, “Rupes Nigra”, ”Thule” or “Wak-Wak” (to
name just a few) I heartily recommend this book.
Reviewed by Phil Simon
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Fake News, Spies and Border Conflicts
Susan Caughey
Fake news is nothing new!
Things were bad in October, 1941. Germany was fighting its
way to Moscow, and Britain was being starved by the Nazi
naval blockade. Churchill was begging Roosevelt for more
help, but Roosevelt faced a largely pacifist public, and an unyielding Congress.
On October 27, Franklin Roosevelt gave a remarkable Navy
Day speech, which was broadcast to the nation by radio. In it,
he stated that he possessed a “secret map” of Central and
South America, made
by Hitler’s government, where all national boundaries “were
ruthlessly obliterated”
and redrawn to show
only five “vassal states,
bringing the whole
continent under their
domination.” According to Roosevelt,
the“puppet states” included the Republic of
Panama and the Panama Canal, “our great
lifeline.” “This map
makes clear,” he stated, “the Nazi design not only against
South America, but against the United States itself.”

Nicholas Cull, USC
professor of public diplomacy and author of
Selling War: The British Propaganda Campaign Against American
“Neutrality” in World
War II (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1995) has said that he has seen Roosevelt’s drafts of the Navy Day speech. According to him, Roosevelt crossed out a line describing the map as being ‘of undoubted authenticity’ and revised it to simply state ‘a secret
map.’ (http://mentalfloss.com/node/61714&amp;bypass=1)
In the same speech, Roosevelt also claimed to have a secret
German document which outlined Hitler’s intent to abolish
all world religions, and to establish a Nazi church where Mein
Kampf would replace the Bible!!

A reporter asked the president for a copy of the map.
Roosvelt declined. Decades later, it was found in his papers
and released.
The map was a fake, and there is good evidence that Roosevelt
knew that, and used this fake map to rally the public against
Germany, and in support of Britain.

If the map was indeed a fake, who made it? The not-too surprising answer to this question is the British. Great Britain
had a large and successful propaganda operation, based in
Rockefeller Center in New York, known as the British Secur
ty Coordination, a division of MI6, which regularly churned
out a vast number of news stories intended to rally support for
Britain. After the war, a group of the British propagandists,
including the writer Roald Dahl, confessed that they had authored both the Nazi map of South America and the document on religion.
It’s difficult to judge the propaganda effect of the ‘German’
map, because the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor six weeks
continued at FAKE, page 18
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FAKE, cont’d from page 17

later, on Dcember 7th, and Germany and the US declared war
on each other on December 11th, four days after that.
Other secret, classified maps have also been released in recent
years. The CIA had established its Cartography Center in
1941. Last year, in celebration of its 75th anniversary, the CIA
posted a series of its historical maps on flickr.com (link).
The maps are organized by decade. The most riveting shows
the position of Russian missiles and military installations in
Cuba on September 5, 1962.
Nothing conveys information better than a map! But what if
adjacent nations don’t agree on where their borders are? What
is a ma maker to do? Google maps the borders according to
the political position of the government in power in the country with which it is doing business. In both China and India it
is illegal to do otherwise.

And just how
many countries
are involved in
border disputes?
We all know
about Israel and
Palestine, and
Russia and the
Ukraine,
but
they are not
alone. According to Max Galka’s website (http://
www.metrocosm.com) there are at least 124 countries, or
would-be countries, involved in territorial disputes of some
kind, involving, by his count, 105 separate territories. Galka
has created an interactive map, with all of the countries involved in disputes colored in red. When a user clicks on a red
country, a list of its border disputes pops up. Clicking on one
of these countries causes the disputed area to light up in yellow. According to Galka, the U.S. is involved in eight territorial disputes, most notably Guantanamo Bay. (http://
metrocosm.com/mapping-every-disputed-territory-in-theworld/)

HOLDERNESS, continued from page 14

British government, and some will be allowed to disappear
into the sea.
The Tuke is the centerpiece of my small collection of maps
depicting or including this portion of Yorkshire, through
which my family
passed as Viking
invaders circa 500
CE. According to
The Holders of
Holderness, a family
history, a Danish
“naval chief” named
Holder landed and
gave the area the family name. Although I am less interested in
genealogy than in cartographic information display, the family
connection compelled me to buy this beautiful map once I saw
it in Jonathan Potter’s catalogue in 1998.
But this system does yield weird results! Here’s how Google
maps the Arunchal-Pradesh area east of Bhutan. The top map
is for Chinese consumption, the center for Indian, and the
bottom map is the way the border is drawn in the United
States.
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The Tuke is my favorite for its cartographic style, and for its
place in a collection which has been satisfying to build and
which, in my search for the companionship of fellow
cartophiles, brought me to the California Map Society.
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MAPPING HERE & THERE:
Meetings and Exhibits of Interest to Members
Los Angeles: The Los Angeles Geographical Society’s Spring Lecture Series includes: April 1: Cruising the Panama Canal: A Geographer’s Perspective, presentation by Kris Jones, Geographer and Adjunct Instructor; May 6: Student Research Symposium: Presentations,
Posters, and Maps, by students of SoCal Universities and Colleges.
Lectures will be held at Los Angeles Community College’s Science
and Technology Building, 855 Vermont Avenue. Further information is available on their website at LAGeography.org
Venice, Italy: The International Cartographic Association will hold
its 12th Annual Conference, Digital Approaches to Cartographic Heritage on April 28-28.
Paris: Institute of Geography at ENS, Sorbonne will present a
continuing series entitled The World Saw Asia: History and Cartographic Practices in the Asian World, which will present maps and
space objects of the socio-cultural Asian world and the cross-cultural
influences of Eauropean cartographers., focusing on China, Korea,
and Japan. Lectures will be given on April 18th, May 10th, and June
6th, from 6-8PM. Contact Fabrice Argounes at fabrice.Argounes@univ-paris1.fr for further information.
Philadelphia: The Philadelphia Map Society will tour maps at the
Germantown Historical Society, including a 3-dimensional map of
the Battle of Germantown, at 11 AM on April 22nd. Contact
philamapsociety@gmail.org for additional information.
London: The Twenty-Sixth Series “Maps and Society” Lectures
in the History of Cartography will be held at the Warburg Institute, University of London at 5PM on April 27th . Dr. Stephen Johnston will present on Privateering and Navigational Practice: Edward
Wright and the first Mercator Chart, 1599. On May 18th Dr. John
Moore will be presenting on Glasgow and its Maps.
El Cajon: The California Geographical Society’s Annual Conference will be held April 28-30 at Grossmont College.
Richmond: The Fry-Jefferson Map Society of the Library of Virginia’s Voorhees lecture will focus on early Richmond. The lectures
will be held at the Library of Virginia, 800 Broad Street on April 29,
2017. Additional information is available from Cassandra.farrell@lva.virginia.gov
La Jolla: The Map & Atlas Museum of La Jolla continues its exhibit of MacDonald Gill: Art Meets Cartography through May 2017.
Seven examples of this superb British pictographic map maker’s work
are on display, along with pictographs by Adrien Boucher, ‘Jo’ Mora,
Ruth Taylor White and a rare map by the little-known Delores
d’Ambly.
Visit
the
website
for
open
hours.
www.lajollamapmuseum.org
Kalamazoo, MI: 52nd Annual Congress on Medieval Studies at
Western Michigan University will include multiple mapping session
on medieval maps and role in shaping the medieval world. Paper submissions are welcome. Contact Felicitas Schmieder at Felici-
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tas.schmieder@fernuni-hagen.de for further information.
Oxford: Oxford Seminars in Cartography’s Annual Series will
present on the subject of the Contributions by Oxford geologists, the
Bodleian Library, and thematic mapping to Allied military intelligence during the Second World War from 4:30-6PM on May 25th at
the Weston Library Lecture Theater. Contact Nick Millea at
nick.millea@bodleian.ox.ac.uk
Washington DC: The Commission on the History of Cartography and the Library of Congress Map Division will hold its preInternational Cartographic Association workshop within the map
collection of the Library of Congress on June 28-30. Soetkin
Verveust may contacted for further information at
soetkin.vervust@UGen.be
Washington DC: International Cartographic Association will
present a workshop on Maps and Emotions, focusing on the
“emotional turn” which has been recognized as affecting geography
and cartography. The workshop will include academic presentations
and also “emotional mapping activities.” Contact Paula Williams at
P.Williams@NLS.UK for further information.
Washington DC: 28th International Cartographic Conference at
the Marriott Wardman Park Hotel, July 2-7. The Conference will
include the Barbara Petchenik Children's World Map Competition,
with thousands of creative children's submissions from all over the
world. With a theme of "We Love Maps", the goal of the competition is to "enhance cartographic, environmental, and societal awareness among our future generation." Participants will be able to enjoy July 4th fireworks and celebrations on the National Mall. Further information at icc2017.org
Belo Horizonte, Brazil: International Society of Curators of
Early Maps meeting will be held July 8th.
Belo Horizonte, Brazil: 27th International Conference on the
History of Cartography’s theme will be The Cartographic Challenge
of the New. This location was selected to highlight the role of Spanish and Portuguese Latin-American cartographers, and will include a
one-day pre-conference and a two-day post-conference tour. The
conference will be held July 9-14 at the Minas Tênis Clube Cultural
Center. Contact infoichc2017@gmail.com for details.
El Cajon, CA, Grossmont College hosts the 70th Annual California Geographical Society meeting April 28-30. Friday April
28th, participants may select among full- and half-day field trips to a
wide variety of destinations in the area. Saturday's program includes
speakers on Paper or Analog Maps, Digital Maps, as well a a number
of professional and student papers.There will also be an extensive
poster presentation and, of course, dors. Sunday's program offers
additional field trips.
Venice, Italy hosts the 12th International Cartographic Association's digital forum, Digital Approaches to Cartographic Heritage April 26-28. The conference will be organized around several
themes, which include: georeferencing, content analysis in terms of
geometry, cartoheritage as a cultural issue and cartographic parametrization.
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From California Historical Society

New members 2016-17

Fifty-two nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century maps are
the first to be added to the California Historical Society’s new
Digital Library. The images represent a sampling of unique or
uncommonly held titles ranging geographically from an 1863
map of the copper region of Del Norte County in the north,
to a circa 1866 Topographical Map Showing the Locations of
the Sutro Tunnel and the Comstock Lode, to a colorful 1913
townsite map of Date City (now called Calipatria) in Imperial
County in the south. In between are city, county, mining, real
property, water-supply, road, and railroad maps of various
localities throughout the state.

Mark Ashworth
Daniel Burns
Richard Breiman, MD
Will Godfrey
Tom Hall
Stephen Hanon
Neatline, LLC
Juliet Rothman
Harriet Sollod
Kristen Sparrow, MD
Meeting & Student Memberships:
Alicia Coward
Charles Fracchia
Susan Goldstein
Carissa Lee
Christina Moretta
Susan Powell
Sarah Palmer
Jim Schein
Kerri Young

For additional information on these maps: See: http://
tinyurl.com/z3o7n6m
In a related project, 1,500 maps of the Society’s maps have
now been cataloged in WorldCat as well as in the CHS local
catalog. Surprisingly, more than half of the titles are new to
WorldCat. See:
http://c95040.eos-intl.net/C95040/OPAC/Index.aspx
Courtesy of Philip Hoehn, founding member of CMS

President, John Fleming
president@californiamapsociety.org
VP for Southern California,
Jon Jablonski
jonjab@ucsb.edu
VP for Northern California
Nick Kanas, MD
vp-norcal@californiamapsociety.org
Secretary, Barbara Wilcox
secretary@californiamapsociety.org
VP for Information Technology,
Bill Eaton
vp-it@californiamapsociety.org
VP for Membership, Fred DeJarlais
vp-mem@californiamapsociety.org
Immediate Past President,
Len Rothman, MD
pastpres@californiamapsociety.org
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CMS: Who We Are
The California Map Society was founded
in 1978 and became a non-profit corporation
in 1987. We are a 501(C)(3)organization. Our
purpose is to educate, preserve and disseminate
information relating to historical and contemporary cartography, primarily that of California, both for our members and for the general
public.
We do this by:
(a) holding conferences twice a year, one
in the spring in Northern California and one
in the fall in Southern California;
(b) sponsoring the annual California Map
Society Graduate Student Paper presented at
Stanford University and in Southern California;
(c) sponsoring the California Map Society
Lecture Series at Stanford Libraries and in two
Southern California locations;
(d) sponsoring a college student paper
competition each year in Northern and
Southern California;
(e) creating and maintaining a website
that disseminates information worldwide
about the Society, cartography and related
matters;
(f ) educating the public through
occasional publications and media presentations;
(g) supporting advancement in map
production, utilization and preservation; and,
(h) encouraging research and teaching in
the field of cartography.

Coming
Soon!

-

“The most interesting
map to recreate was
the most complicated
one - Seoul.”
Peter Dovak,
Creator of 220 miniature metro maps See Link

Left to right, top row: Tokyo, New York, London, Moscow Left to right, bottom row: Paris,
Beijing, Seoul, Glasgow
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